
Dear Jim, 

If you have not read the Enquirer :story you should. IC you have not gotten it I will 
send you a coPe.end if the Rays never do anything that isn t crazy, this is the most 
insane yet. 

It nay fieure in Haile's unexplained interests. 
I think I should as the Lnquirer for a dub of the tape but I will not unless you 

and Bud agree. 

Paul read the misprisoa part to ma over the phone Friday. Be so interpreted it. 
I knew this is not what James meant and I was able to sake Paul see what I an eure he did 
but Paul is neither judos,  nor jury. 

Valess we can atop this kind of thing once and for all we may all be spinning our 
wheels. 4t is not because I did not understand it was possible. It is rather because I 
was not listened to. 

I have too much to do and too little time for wheel-spinning. 
If this can be stopped is a question, as is how. But any alternative to my  having fairly went face-toface meetings with 4Tamea is not apparent to me. I was wileing to 

invest the tine but that mas not enough to make it possible. 
Do you nee better understand my stipulations on any civil cases and on ray  doing any work? 

What in more discouraging is that we let it happen, not the predictable, that it old. 
Failure to address it is one of ten factors that has been in my mind. It is:like ignoring 
a pregaency in the hope it will crud itself. 
- Also a concern is not the story but what lies behind today's Pest's non-account of 

Baker's yesterday apeeaeanoo aa Face the Nation. T have had a long talk with Barry about 
it. .I see their delayed reporting of the not-new efforts as the telegrpphing of the next 
step in Nixon's survival. I believe that what can. and I expect will be done to the Post 
to take the,breath. If I were doing it the Post would,not survive in:ite present form 
or with its present people and Wealth. If I did not expect the.. toodwarkaecuaation, what 
AlleAS I can make on that! I have been unease enough about other fiopts:to have written about them in the recent past, if .I did not load you a carbon. it is not a new concern. 
It has new possible ramifications. I ray, in fact, have been in the middle of it back in 

-4966 and then hat suspicions. 
In talking to Barry I had to be aware of the possibility of eavesdropping so I was 

explicit enough on some things and quite ellipticta on others. He is not high enough on 
the Post's totem pole to expect anything. I have written him separately, not a lona 
letter, on the slight hope that the Post ray serve its selfish interests. Houcvor, I felt 
it was worth thou ef:ort, despite the odds. 

When these kinds of things take up rich of a day for me I do have to wonder about 
how I spend my days two weeks before my 61st birthday. 

At about your normal nedtime I planned to write you an explanation of my letter to 
Shattuck. t was not just to make him ;dad. But when I have been up more than 11 hours 
and haven't had time to take case of the .snag  or read the paper, this is not a day for it. 
At this point it will lava to wait. I did note a carbon to you to add to the chllenee to 
him and the ACLU. My personal experiences with it gm back to the 'Os and are not favorable 
to it or its unchangitu7 bierarehy.(Don't make a copy of today's limes Me"illan story for me. I've been told Af it by phone and been promised a copy.) 

When these kinds of things that ar-: entirely outside my control or even influaoe do 
happen, I have tJ put more emphasi,p orLithe personal tilltubs I wave mentioned ,to you witt,eat our having tine to 

put 
 into tnm. A wil_ ilaec yowl, anu armen r tam rel.:urns imusscay. 	nas 

finisheC: them, I think with geed new for you and Lay. 


